
Four Essential Skills to
Complimenting Women 
in the #MeToo Era

THIS ENTIRE GUIDE HAS BEEN SOURCED DIRECTLY FROM  
THE WOMEN WHO FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL MEDIA,  
WHO LISTEN TO THE GREAT MAN WITHIN PODCAST,  
AND WHO HAVE ATTENDED OUR DISCERNING DICK:  
SEXUAL WISDOM FOR THE MODERN MAN WORKSHOPS.

Without a doubt, gentlemen, these are confusing times when it  
comes to the “new rules” of courting and engaging with women.

One of our readers, Linda M., concurs:

I’ve been on dates where men have said they are scared to open the door for women 

or pick up the bill because they’ve been told off for doing so previously. I like both 

of these things done for me so I’m disappointed when a man doesn’t demonstrate 

what I classify as chivalry.  

Bryan and I too often find ourselves tongue tied, stuck in unclear situations, and 

needing to clear up misunderstandings when something we’ve said didn’t land the 

way we intended. Times of change simply require a higher level of awareness and 

willingness to adapt. Here’s our best effort at helping you to do that.
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YES, WOMEN STILL  
WANT COMPLIMENTS
Yes, women very much still want compliments (as do men). 
Here are 3 things the women in our community made abundantly clear:

THE FOUR PROBLEMS
Here are the 4 key problems most men face with respect to paying a compliment:

1. Thinking there should be a UNIVERSALLY ACCEPTABLE set of guidelines that  
applies to 4 billion unique women.

2. Only complimenting a woman’s PHYSICAL APPEARANCE.

3. Being oblivious to the CONTEXT in which you’re delivering the compliment.

4. Thinking the INTENTION behind the compliment is more important than the  
IMPACT she experiences.

1
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Women want you to demonstrate you’ve considered their interests, 
their safety and the context – not just your own agenda – before 
thrusting an expectant compliment upon them.

Women will place a disproportionate amount of trust, affection and 
connection to the man (men) who has attuned his senses to her unique 
needs, desires and fears.

Women want a man who is willing to learn and handle potentially  
difficult feedback without collapsing (anger, shutting down, running  
away, giving up).

THE FOUR SKILLS YOU NEED.
 #1 — LOVE THE FACT THAT THERE’S NO RULE BOOK
Here are 3 things the women in our community made abundantly clear:

I think if men approach every situation with curiosity, they will develop the 
ability to understand the boundaries of the individuals they interact with and 
can adapt their approach accordingly.

– Linda M.
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I KNOW, FELLAS, WE WANT SHIT TO BE SIMPLE. 
WE WANT A BLUEPRINT. WE WANT REPEATABILITY 
AND SCALABILITY. HELL, YOU DOWNLOADED 
A PDF CALLED “4 ESSENTIAL SKILLS TO 
COMPLIMENTING WOMEN IN THE #METOO ERA.”
BUT HERE’S THE REALITY:
There is no rule book, no universal set of do’s/don’ts that apply in every situation. Sure, 
there are some general guidelines you can be aware of (like the ones in this guide)...but 
the real magic is in embracing the challenge of calibrating to each unique woman you 
encounter.

If you can do the opposite of what most guys will do – which is throw their hands up 
in frustration that this shit’s too confusing for them – and actually LOVE the fact that 
there’s no rule book...you’ll find yourself connecting with more women

(while the other guys take their ball and go home.)

#2 — GO DEEPER THAN HER  
PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

Compliments that work for me have more to 
do with my talents, personality or skills.

– Michelle N.

98% OF OTHER GUYS’  
COMPLIMENTS WILL SPEAK DIRECTLY  
TO HER PHYSICAL APPEARANCE. 
 
In other words, 98% of men will sound the same. If you can become one of  

the 2% of men who can actually see her, your chances of connecting with  
her increase, exponentially.

 WOMEN WANT TO BE SEEN.
By seen, we mean:

• Her subtleties and unique ways of being - that others overlook –  
are recognized and appreciated by you

• She feels the genuine interest and effort you’re putting forth to seek  
out the nonobvious gifts she carries with her

• She feels safe knowing that you’re not just angling to get in her pants,  
but rather authentically inviting a deeper connection

Your mission is to attune your senses to what makes this particular  
woman unique – beyond her physical appearance.

This is about cultivating the depth of your awareness.

Sounds Like:

• “You’ve got a brightness about you that lit me up inside.”

• “I admire your creative expression…I can feel your passion in your work.”

• “Whenever you’re around, I notice everyone smiles bigger – including me.”

• “I don’t know anything about you, but there’s something mysterious/intriguing/
powerful about your energy that feels magnetic.”
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#3 — BECOME A MASTER OF CONTEXT

If he is your boss, authority, your pay check is dependent upon this man, 
a compliment said with a positive intent may or may not be received well 

because of the power factor. 

Melissa R.

REFINING YOUR AWARENESS OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL AND 
PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS – THE CONTEXT – IS ESSENTIAL.
For example:

Telling a woman that her dress is beautiful during happy hour at a bar with friends…is extremely different 
than saying that same thing to that same woman in a board room full of other men at her place of 
employment.

Bar Context 
She’s among friends in a casual setting. Unless you’re a Grade A creep (or she’s got a 6 foot 4 boyfriend), 
complimenting her dress in this context is a fairly safe bet.

Work Context 
You may have inadvertently diminished her professional credibility. 

Here are a few contextual factors to consider:

Safety 
Women are constantly exposed to physical, mental and emotional threats that we as men rarely feel 
ourselves…but those threats may be present in the interpersonal space between you and she.

She Doesn’t Know You 
Without knowing anything about you or your intentions, her ability to receive your compliment the way 
you intended may be impacted.

Power Dynamics 
Does her paycheck depend on you, is she obligated to serve you as a customer, would you pay this same 
compliment to your female boss.?

This is about cultivating the breadth of your awareness.
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#4 — WELCOME  
WHATEVER RESPONSE  
SHE GIVES YOU

The bottom line is that if something doesn’t land well, which is 
okay because everyone makes mistakes, a quick ‘oh shoot,  
I’m so sorry, I didn’t mean to make you uncomfortable; I 

should’ve been more mindful of how I said that,’ will quickly fix 
it. We’re all in this together.

Tara T.

IT’S INEVITABLE THAT THERE WILL BE TIMES WHERE  
YOUR COMPLIMENT WILL LAND DIFFERENTLY THAN  
HOW YOU INTENDED.
Too many guys get hung up on what they intended to communicate, and then get angry,  
confused or defeated when she doesn’t immediately respond the way we want.

When you’re giving a compliment, recognize you signed up to play a game that involves emotions,  
and emotions can generate emotional responses.

Welcome whatever response she gives you.

That response is a window into her world – even if it’s not the one you wanted.

That window gives you something essential:

More information to make a deeper connection with her.

If you’ve crossed a line, apologize.

But if she softens and opens...greener pastures await.
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QUOTES FROM THE WOMEN IN OUR COMMUNITY

I have often felt uncomfortable when receiving a compliment because the CONTEXT  
felt inappropriate. On one hand I do feel men should take some time to consider what they say and 
how they say it. On another I feel sorry for men because it is a sensitive time and women are more 
expressed about what they are uncomfortable with.

This challenge extends far beyond just giving compliments. I’ve been on dates where men have said 
they are scared to open the door for women or pick up the bill because they’ve been told off for doing so 
previously. I like both of these things done for me so I’m disappointed when a man doesn’t demonstrate 
what I class as chivalry.

I think if men approach every situation with curiosity they will develop the ability to understand 
the boundaries of the individuals they interact with and can adapt their approach accordingly.

Linda M:

I had a CEO comment on a Private Message on Linked In that my photos looked hot. I had known him 
for years, had placed him in his previous role (Kara is an executive recruiter) – I have never been 
able to work with him since that word from him permanently changed everything.

Kara A.

At work, men don’t need to talk about women’s appearances. Unless you two are very close friends and 
she brings it up, just don’t do it.

I totally see how men might feel worried about everything they say, but it’s just a new paradigm.

Women have been mincing their words forever in other ways for men (trying to seem less direct, less 
assertive, less demanding, etc.) so I think generally we’re more used to obsessing about what we say.

The bottom line though is that if something doesn’t land well, which is okay because everyone 
makes mistakes, a quick “oh shoot, I’m so sorry, I didn’t mean to make you uncomfortable; I 
should’ve been more mindful of how I said that.” will quickly fix it. We’re all in this together.

Tara T
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If he is your boss, authority, your pay check is dependent upon this man, etc. a compliment  
said with a positive intent may or may not be received well because of the power factor.

I think it’s important we don’t develop any “rules” around when a man should or shouldn’t share a 
genuine compliment.

Maybe it’s more about as a man is your compliment to a woman genuine, non-sexual, non-wanting 
anything in return... is the intention truly admiration and genuine authentic sharing? Or is there an 
agenda? Is there anything behind the compliment conscious or unconscious? Do you want something 
from this woman behind your compliment?

I think we need to start talking about this with men and us women need to start understanding  
more of what invokes our fears. Some ate very instinctual and the more I understand them the safer  
I would feel.

A world with less compliments from men to women will not make more women feel safe.

Melissa R

Compliments that work for me have more to do with my talents, personality or skills.

If what I am wearing is well done, complementing on how the color or style suits me, without 
reference to whatever body part it may accentuate, without looking me up and down, first, and DO 
NOT comment on my weight.

Michelle N.

WANT MORE?
EPISODE 31: 

I Can’t Compliment a Woman Anymore

THE

WITHIN
MAN
Great


